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Evaluate the usability of your COA measure with QuesTReview

TM

Results
A comprehensive expert review pdf report on survey instruc�ons and every ques�on/item
together with recommenda�ons for improvement via email within 2 working days.
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feedback on question
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Introduction

Implement steps for
questionnaire design
improvement

Establishing the psychometric proper�es of a clinical outcome assessment (COA) measure is a
major requirement in its development process.
Following good ques�onnaire design prac�ce is also an essen�al component in COA
development and evalua�on, but is rarely reported as part of its development.
Aspects of poorly designed COA measures or inappropriate op�misa�on for mobile and BYOD,
are unlikely to be reﬂected or iden�ﬁed in the measurement proper�es of the COA measure, but
will regardless impact on data quality.
QuesTReviewTM is our proprietary expert review diagnos�c tool which analyses and
benchmarks the COA measure’s ques�on formats and design eﬀects on the quality of
informa�on collected and by combining both qualita�ve and quan�ta�ve feedback our
proprietary algorithm QuestAnalyzerTM enables you to be�er understand and respond to the
design of your COA measure prior to further evalua�on.

Aims

To develop a COA measure evalua�on system - QuesTReviewTM - to iden�fy problems in COA
ques�ons/items format and design through expert review:
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THE COGNITIVE PROCESS OF COMPLETING A SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE
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EXAMPLE DESIGN PARAMETERS CODES BY COGNITIVE PROCESS
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Comprehesion
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problems
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27.7

11
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No defects iden�ﬁed in the
ques�onnaire.

Q1.
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Minor/moderate
defects
have been iden�ﬁed in the
ques�onnaire and it is
strongly advisable revisions
are carried out in accordance
with recommenda�ons.
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Questionnaire
Overall
rating
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100

Major defects have been
iden�ﬁed in the ques�onnaire which must be addressed in accordance with
the recommenda�ons prior
to further evalua�on.

EXAMPLE FEEDBACK FOR INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS FROM THE XXX 15 ITEM QUESTIONNAIRE

How would you
rate your health
and wellbeing
over the past
week
Poor
Fairly good
Good
Very good
Excellent

Code
Assigned

Comment

C.G

This question is known as a double
barrelled as it is asking two questions
within one i.e. ‘heath’ and ‘wellbeing.’

C.E

R.G

4

KM.C

Design param eter codes
C. Clarity
A Question complexity
B Word length
C Lack of coherence with concept
D Biased wording
E Technical terminology
F Vague terminology
G Double-barelled
H Reading ease
I Reference period missing/unclear
KM. Knowledge/Memory demands
Knowledge might not exist
Attitude might not exist
Recall period
Computational difficulty
Hypothetical question

Judgement/Estimation
Process

SD. Sensitive/social desirability

Response mapping

R. Response options
A Vague
B Overlapping
C Missing
D Illogical
E Inconsistent with questions/item stem
F Unbalanced scale
G Excessive rating range
H Unipolar v bipolar
I End anchors only
A. Assumptions
L. Layout

A
B
C
D

Specific before general question
Question ordering
Formatting
Balanced v unbalanced

MA. Mobile application

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

References

(2)

Total

Both health and wellbeing are undefined concepts. Is the question asking
about health in general or specifically
physical, mental, spiritual?

The response scale is unbalanced i.e. 4
options to provide a positive response
and 1 to provide a negative response,
therefore, leading to biased reporting.

Recall period is vague and requires
clarification.

Rating

3

3

3

3

Recommendation
This question should be divided into two
questions:
1 Relating to the health concept
2 Relating to the wellbeing concept
Define health more specifically e.g. How
would you rate your physical health
over the past week?
Highly recommended that a balanced
scale is used e.g.
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor
A clear referenced period requires
defining e.g. the past seven days.

YOUR COA MEASURE’S COMPLETION TIME
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To evaluate a COA
measure's face validity
prior to translatability
assessment

Based on cogni�ve theory and the survey response process that respondents go through when
presented with a survey ques�on1 (Figure 1) and drawing on the extensive literature of paper,
online and mobile ques�onnaire design good prac�ce, 32 ques�onnaire key design parameters
were iden�ﬁed for coding each COA ques�on/item and grouped into ﬁve speciﬁc coding categories.
(Figure 2)

Assumptions
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N

1

Which can impact on the
quality of data collected, but,
will not necessarily be
iden�ﬁed during cogni�ve
interviewing or reﬂected in
the psychometric proper�es
of the measure

Knowledge/ Sensitivity
memory
issues
demands

Not optimised for mobile
Use of flash technology
Slider application
Matrix/Grid/Table based question
Essay/long answer
Use of text boxes
Long wide scales (Longer than 11 points)

1. Tourangeu, R (1984) Cogni�ve science and survey methods: A cogni�ve perspec�ve. In T, Jabine, M, Strafe, J, Tanur,
& R. Tourangeu (Eds), Cogni�ve aspects of survey design: Building a bridge between disciplines (pp 73-100).

20 minutes

Survey comple�on �mes are a signiﬁcant factor eﬀec�ng response rates,
drop oﬀs, sa�sﬁcing, speeding and overall data quality.
While 20 minutes is generally acknowledged as the maximum survey
comple�on �me, acceptable comple�on �mes diﬀer by administra�on mode.
QuesTReviewTM benchmarks your COA measure’s es�mated comple�on �me
for paper, desktop and mobile against For English and 12 languages
including: French, Spanish, German, Japanese.

BENEFITS OF USING QUESTREVIEWTM
Using QuesTReviewTM shortens COA measure’s development �me by reducing
the need for mul�ple rounds of cogni�ve interviewing
QuesTReviewTM iden�ﬁes a COA measure ‘s ques�on format and design
weaknesses not necessarily reﬂected in the psychometric proper�es of the
measure
QuesTReviewTM ensures your COA is op�mised for administra�on mode by
providing feedback speciﬁc to paper, online and mobile applica�on
Using QuesTReviewTM ensures the COA measure‘s face validity is op�mised in
the original language prior to translatability assessment for target cultures
therefore, reducing �me and costs

Conclusions
QuesTReviewTM is an expert evalua�on tool based on the ques�on response process and
ques�onnaire design good prac�ce which has been developed to provide detailed
qualita�ve and quan�ta�ve feedback and recommenda�ons on the design features of a
COA measure prior to psychometric evalua�on or translatability assessment.
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